Today's Latvia: Non-citizens
Lack Clear "Rules Of The Game"
By Boris Tsilevich

T

he situation of non-citizens in
Latvia and alleged violations
of their human rights has be
come the most controversial
and painful question both within the state
and in Latvia's international relations.
As a rule, the international commu
nity perceives the problem of Latvia's
non-citizens as a temporary one that will
be resolved quite soon - that is why most
attention is usually paid to naturalization
procedures. However, even a superficial
analysis of the recently adopted citizen
ship law and of the practical situation in
Latvia clearly reveals that only a small
portion of non-citizens have a real chance
to be naturalized in the foreseeable future.
The problem of the present legal sta
tus of those who are not recognized as
Latvian citizens, their rights and respon
sibilities, is the most urgent and painful
issue in the current political and social
life of Latvia.
The status and rights of Latvia's noncitizens are often compared with those
of immigrants in Western countries. This
comparison is obviously not relevant.
Unlike immigrants, who are completely
aware of all the rules of the game in
advance, Latvia's non-citizens have
never left "their" country for another
one; they simply moved within the thenexisting state, in full accordance with the
laws de facto valid at that time. More
than half of them were born in Latvia.

ily reunification is routinely denied as
well. The tragic incident in Daugavpils,
when the Tatar, Ravil Yagudin, burned
himself to death, was just such a case.
In practice, the legal gap concerning
non-citizens was followed by the adop
tion of a series of various laws, decrees,
regulations and instructions which es
tablished differences between citizens'
and non-citizens' rights. These discrep
ancies do not concern merely political
rights, but embrace property and eco
nomic rights, social guarantees and ben
efits, employment, business and hous
ing opportunities, political freedoms, the
right to self-defense, guarantees against
violations of privacy, and others. The
list of distinctions of this kind includes
over 60 points at the moment.

Arbitrary officials

The legislative vacuum entailed
widespread and unrestricted bureaucratic
arbitrariness which was frequently
pointed out by many international mis
sions visiting Latvia.
State and municipal officials still
routinely violate even those rights of
non-citizens which are directly guaran
teed by Latvian legislation. The clearest
example is the activity of the citizenship
and immigration department. In particu
lar, tens of thousands of persons eligible
for inclusion in the Register of Resi
dents are illegally refused registration.
This makes many non-citizens "legally
non-existent." They have no basic rights;
particularly, they cannot be employed
legally, do not receive social benefits,
etc. Several thousand court decisions
A legal gap
have declared refusal of registration il
All residents of Latvia participated legal, and these decisions are imple
in 1990's parliamentary elections. Thus, mented, as a rule - to a considerable
members of Parliament who were elected extent due to activities of the OSCE
in 1990 deprived a part of their electors Permanent Mission to Latvia.
of political rights, and at the same time
But even relatively democratic legal
kept their mandates for a half year more. regulations are drastically distorted in
However, after Latvia's adoption of practice. Usually people do not deal
its declaration of independence, all resi with the constitution nor laws, they deal
dents of Latvia still enjoyed equal legal with particular state officials who imple
status until October 15, 1991, when the ment these laws. Such systematic viola
resolution On Restoration of Latvian Citi- tions of Latvian laws would be obvi
zenry and Basic Principles of Natural- ously impossible without silent consent
ization was adopted. The legal status of of the highest authorities.
those for whom this resolution was passed
Thus, today, almost five years after
was still in no way determined until the declaration of independence was
April 1995. And still today, the law which adopted, non-citizens lack clear "rules
determines non-citizens' status, though of the game." Those non-citizens who
it formally took effect in late April, were activists in the Popular Front, who
doesn't function at all. In particular, resi supported the liberation movement from
dent non-citizens are still forced to re the very beginning, who were on the
ceive the so-called "return guarantee" to barricades in "Bloody January" of 1991,
travel abroad, although this rather ex now feel disappointed and betrayed.
pensive and very cumbersome proce Non-citizens do not feel the state will
dure clearly contradicts the non-citizens' play fairly with them - rather, just the
law, which guarantees complete free opposite. Many believe the state delib
dom of movement across Latvian bor erately strives to make their life in Lat
ders for these persons. The right to fam via as unbearable as possible to encour

age so-called "voluntary repatriation."
Many thousands of present stateless
persons were born and have spent their
lives in Latvia. They are not only Rus
sians, Ukrainians, Jews - they are
Latvia's Russians, Latvia's Ukrainians,
Latvia's Jews. And they have no other
homeland but Latvia. Still, they are con
sistently and persistently alienated and
squeezed out from Latvia.
After the citizenship law was
adopted, hundreds of thousands of
people realized they have no real
chance to receive citizenship in the
foreseeable future. At the same time,
pressure on these people constantly
increases. Under these terms, the num
ber of individuals wishing to apply for
Russian citizenship is to be expected
to grow. Non-citizens will hastily ap
ply for Russian citizenship, not be
cause of Russian "patriotism," but be
cause this is the sole opportunity to
receive any citizenship.
When the number of Russian citi
zens in Latvia is counted in hundreds of
thousands, the imperialist and chauvin
ist forces in Russia will then receive an
excellent pretext for intervening in the
situation in Latvia. While at present,
Russia's claims to protect "ethnic com
patriots" abroad can in no way be justi
fied from a legal viewpoint, every state
has a legitimate right to take care of its
citizens wherever they reside. Thus,
mass application for Russian citizen
ship, forced by restrictiveness and de
layed adoption of Latvia's naturaliza
tion law, represents the greatest men
ace to Latvia's future.

Compromise
What can be done in the present
circumstances? The Latvia League of
Stateless Persons believes that deci
sions should contain compromise. We
do realize that it is very important for
ethnic Latvians to keep control over
political decision making.
Non-citizens, in their turn, are anx
ious, first of all, about their social, em
ployment and economic rights. If dif
ferences in "nonpolitical" rights be
tween citizens and non-citizens are re
duced to a reasonable minimum, and
non-citizens' vital rights are firmly guar
anteed in practice, they will easily put
up with the lack of voting rights. What
is going on today, however, is just the
reverse: only citizenship provides the
individual financial stability and secu
rity; it is an economic category.
We still hope that pragmatic consid
erations, based upon respect for all of
Latvia' s residents' rights and dignity, will
prevail over "nationalistic romanticism."
(Boris Tsilevich is co-chairman of the
Latvia League of Stateless Persons) □

